FISHIN’ IN THE DARK

RECORD:  by Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, Warner Bros. 92-83117

CHOREO: Wayne Beckett, Fredericton, NB

BEGIN LEFT FOOT  ALTERNATE FOOTWORK  BEGINNER LEVEL

INTRO: WAIT 16 BEATS

PART A
4 BASICS
DSRS-DSRS-DSRS-DSRS (IN PLACE)
L  RL  R  LR  L  RL  R  LR

2 TRIPLES
DS-DS-DS-RS  DS-DS-DS-RS (IN PLACE)
L  R  L  RL  R  L  R  LR

RUN OF 7
DS-DS-DS-DS-DS-DS-DS (turn 360 left)
L  R  L  R  L  R  L

STOMP
STOMP
R

PART B
2 STOMP
STOMP-DS-DS-DS (IN PLACE) (SAME FOOTWORK 2ND TIME)
TRIPLE
L  R  L  R

2 PUSH-OFFS
DS-RS-RS-RS (MOVE LEFT & RIGHT)
L  RL  RL  RL

PART C
4 DOUBLE
DS-BR-SL (IN PLACE)
BRUSHES
L  R  L

PART D
2 HILLBILLY
DS-TCH - H - TCH - H - TCH – H (IN PLACE)
L  R  L  R  L  R  L

SEQUENCE:
INTRO  A-A-B-B-C-D
A-A-B-B-C-B-B-B-2 STOMP TRIPLES